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1. Introduction

One of main raison d’être of medical care should cure patients and save their lives. Drug safety has attracted attention for a long time, with an emphasis on toxicity and side effects of drugs. Additional to this, the safety of drug use is attracting increasing attention from the perspective of medical accident prevention. In order to prevent medical accidents, such as errors involving medicines, double dosage and insufficient dosage, it is necessary to ensure the proper treatment of the right medicines, namely, safety of drug use. The confirmation of usage should be one of the keys to identifying errors and prevention from misuse. Consider the case when a doctor inputs prescription data into a computerized order entry system for medicines. If the system shows him information concerning therapeutic indications, he can subsequently avoid the errors. To enable this, the order entry system requires the databases containing information on dosage regimens so that the proper usage can be verified.

The most reliable data, which can be a source of the databases, is a package insert published by pharmaceutical companies as an official document attached to its medicine. Original package inserts are, however, distributed as paper documents and unsuitable for processing by a computer system. In Japan, Pharmaceutical and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA), which is an extra-departmental body of the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare, has released SGML formatted package insert data. SGML is an old-established markup language, which adds metadata and structures to data by tagging, which is defined by DTD. In fact, it is difficult to leverage the data structure defined in the DTD for analysis of the data. This is because the definition of data structure is ambiguous and because the information is not well structured, namely, described by the sentences in tagged elements. This hinders the utilization of the SGML formatted package insert data, especially as a database used in computer systems that ensure the safety of medicinal usage. We should also note that the SGML version package inserts usually describe their contents as sentences, as is described in the original paper version package inserts. In order to obtain information from package insert data, we need to analyze the sentences in package insert data.

Other important sources of knowledge besides official package inserts are practices of medical experts. One of the useful and important ways to understand what people think is to conduct
a survey in the form of a questionnaire. In particular, the freely described data included in the questionnaire responses represent an important source to let us know the real thoughts of the people. However, it is not easy to analyze such freely described data by hand, since a large number of responses are anticipated and subsequent analysis using manual counting may be influenced by the individual prejudice of the analysts involved. It is, therefore, suitable to apply a text mining approach to objectively analyze such freely described data. As readers know, text mining is an analytical technique based on data mining / statistical analysis algorithms and NLP algorithms. It has wide applicability — including clustering research papers or newspaper articles, finding trends in call center logs or blogged articles, and so on. The clustering of textual data is popular as a commonly-available method to classify data and understand their structure. Unlike such applications, however, the freely described data contained in the responses of a questionnaire have characteristics such as a small number of short sentences in each piece of data and wide-ranging content that precludes the application of clustering algorithms to classify it. In this chapter, we review the cases of application of our method to questionnaire data.

As we mentioned above, it is necessary to avoid medical accidents. In order to take a countermeasure, past cases must be investigated to identify their causes and suitable countermeasures. Medical incidents, caused by treatment with the wrong medicines, are strongly related to medical accidents occurring due to a lack of safety in drug usage. Medical incidents are the ones that may potentially become medical accidents without certain suppression factors, and tend to occur more frequently than medical accidents. Incorporating Heinrich’s law, which shows the tendency of frequency and seriousness of industrial accidents, we can estimate that for every serious medical accident, there are 300 incidents and thirty minor accidents. This can be interpreted as medical accidents having many causes, most of which are eliminated by certain suppression factors, which lead to incidents, while the remaining causes lead to medical accidents. From this perspective, we can expect both medical accidents and incidents to originate from identical causes, which suggests that the analysis of data concerning incidents is valid in order to investigate the cause of medical accidents, since their occurrence frequency tends to be much larger than that of medical accidents. Though simple aggregation calculations and descriptive statistics have already been applied to drug-related medical incident data, the analyses are too simple to extract sufficient information, such as the reasons behind incidents depending on the circumstances. To ensure such analyses could be properly performed, we should apply text mining technique to the texts describing incidents.

In this chapter, we introduce the techniques that we have developed, Word-link method and Dependency-link method, and review their application to the following data:

- Package inserts
  - Application to an analysis on descriptions of dosage regimens described in package inserts of medicines
- Questionnaire data
  - Application to data obtained by nation-wide investigations based on questionnaires about the ‘therapeutic classification mark’ printed on transdermal cardiac patches
- Medical incident data
  - Application to incident data disclosed by Government of Japan
2. Method

2.1. Word-link method and dependency-link method [3]

2.1.1. Introduction

In order to determine the features of freely described data, the easiest and simplest way is to apply morphological analysis and count the number of the root (main part) of morphemes, which shows us particular words recurring frequently and suggests the nature of the themes discussed by respondents. This method, however, derives a difficult result to interpret in the case where there are several different topics contained in the entire free descriptions contained in the questionnaire responses. This is because that method can show the appearance of words but does not preserve their inter-relations. This method cannot, therefore, provide us with more in-depth information, such as how matters related to the topic are evaluated by the respondents.

Regarding the syntax tree of a sentence based on modification relationships as semi-structured data, Matsuzawa et al. [1] and Kudo et al. [2] have applied pattern mining algorithms to extract frequently appearing subtrees, namely, sub-sentences recurring frequently in plural sentences more than a specified number of times (support). These represent rigorous means to determine the pattern of sub-sentences, which preserves the co-occurrence relationships of words and their structure in sentences.

As for the freely described data written by respondents, there is no guarantee of them expressing the same opinion in sentence of the same structure. If the respondents write similar sentences but with slightly different structures, it is difficult to identify the sentences by only matching their substructures alone. In addition, we have to maintain the entire data in memory at the same time when we use the pattern mining algorithm, which prunes the substructure appearing less than the support during the process. It is preferable that the algorithm be applicable to the huge size of data to a sufficient extent to cover surveillance in the form of a large-scale questionnaire.

In this section, we, therefore, suggest a method featuring summarized description data, by initially aggregating modification relations and then limiting them to instances appearing more than the support. By connecting the resultant modification relations and finding word sequences which can be reconstituted into understandable sentences, we can expect to extract sentences which contain the main opinions of the respondents.

2.1.2. Theory

Let $s_i$ ($i = 1 \cdots n$) denote the sentences in freely described text data. Applying morphological analysis to $s_i$, we obtain a series of words $W(s_i) = \{w^i_1, w^i_2, \cdots \}$, where $w^i_j$ denotes a word in the sentence $s_i$. We also define a set of dependency relations $D(s_i) = \{d^i_1, d^i_2, \cdots \}$, where $d^i_j$ denotes a dependency relation in the sentence $s_i$, and their union set $D = \bigcup_i D(s_i)$.

For instance, if we target the two sentences, $s_1 = \"\text{医薬品の安全性は重要だ}\"$ (the safety of drug is important) and $s_2 = \"\text{医薬品の安全性は改善が必要だ}\"$ (the safety of drug needs improved),

- $W(s_1) = \{ \text{医薬品(drug)}, \text{安全性(safety)}, \text{重要だ(important)} \}$,
- $W(s_2) = \{ \text{医薬品(drug)}, \text{安全性(safety)}, \text{改善(improved)}, \text{必要だ(needs)} \}$,
Note that, following the linkage of $d_i \in D(s_i)$, we can reproduce the original sentence $s_i$ except for the order of appearance of modifications which modify the same word. If the word $w_{ij}$ modifies another word $w_{ik}$ and the dependency relation $d_i \in D(s_i)$ is related to these words, we can define ‘counterpart’ functions such as

$$d^i = L(w_{ij}, w_{ik})$$

$$w_{ij} = S(d^i)$$

$$w_{ik} = E(d^i).$$

The function $L$ denotes dependency linkage between $w_{ij}, w_{ik}$ and $S$ and $E$ returns a modifying word and a modified word respectively. For instance, as for the dependency $\downarrow\downarrow\downarrow$ (drug) $\rightarrow$ (safety), $d = L(\downarrow\downarrow\downarrow$ (drug), (safety)), $\downarrow\downarrow\downarrow$ (drug) $\rightarrow$ (important), and $\downarrow\downarrow\downarrow$ (safety) $\rightarrow$ (needs), we have

$$d^i = L(\downarrow\downarrow\downarrow$ (drug), (safety)),$$

$$w_{ij} = S(d^i)$$

$$w_{ik} = E(d^i).$$

Let us assume the verb of the main clause is modified by other words but does not modify another word in the target language. For all dependency relations $d^i \in D(s_i)$ whose $E(d^i)$ is not the verb of the main clause of $s_i$, there exists another $d'^i \in D(s_i)$ which satisfies

$$E(d^i) = S(d'^i),$$

because each word but the verb of the main clause necessarily modifies other word in the sentence.

Thus, there exists $d^i \in D$ satisfying $E(d) = S(d')$ for each $d \in D$, if $d$ is not the verb of the main clause of the original sentences $\{s_i\}$. Since $D(s_i) \subset D$ because of the definition of $D$, we can find a series of modification relations which satisfy the Eq.2.1.2 in $D$ and reproduce all the original sentences $\{s_i\}$ by following their linkage.

However, rather than all sentences, we are only interested in the sentences described by plural respondents. If the same sentences appear $\eta$ times, the dependency relations in the sentences will also recur (more than) $\eta$ times. Let us define a ‘support’ function:

$$supp_D(d) = \text{card}\{s_i \mid d \in D(s_i)\},$$
where ‘card’ denotes the cardinality of a set. The above statement can be described via $supp_D(d)$ as follows: if there are $\eta$ sentences, which have the same dependency structure as $s_i$, the number of sentences is equivalent to $\eta$, which contains $d_i \in D(s_i)$. Thus the following inequality holds for each $d_i \in D(s_i)$

$$supp_D(d_i) \geq \eta.$$

Therefore, if we limit $D$ to the set with the constraint of Eq.2.1.2:

$$D^\eta = \{d \mid d \in D, supp_D(d) \geq \eta\},$$

each modification relation in sentences with the same dependency structure, namely more than $\eta$ times, is a member of $D^\eta$. These dependency relations satisfy the same relation as Eq.2.1.2, though, in general, we cannot necessarily expect the existence of the dependency relation $d \in D^\eta$ such that $E(d) = S(d')$ for each $d' \in D^\eta$. We can therefore expect to find sentences described by plural respondents and with an equivalent dependency structure by following the linkage of dependency relations in $D^\eta$, which satisfies the relation Eq.2.1.2. (We call this method using a series of dependency relations the ‘word-link method.’)

In fact, we should be aware that the extraction of a series of dependency relations in $D^\eta$ satisfying Eq.2.1.2 is a necessary condition to find such sentences and the co-occurrence of dependency relations is not preserved in this operation. In other words, the elements of $D^\eta$, $d$ and $d'$, which satisfy the relation $E(d) = S(d')$, do not necessarily appear in the same sentence. In order to ensure the co-occurrence of dependency relations, it is necessary to confirm that the dependency relations $d$ and $d'$ satisfying $E(d) = S(d')$ are included in the same sentence. If more sentences exist than the support, which contains a series of dependency relations satisfying $E(d) = S(d')$, we can conclude that the sentences are written by more respondents than the number preliminarily determined. Taking the calculation cost and the degree of freedom of expression into account, we relax the above restriction as follows:

1. Firstly, find the pairs of dependency relations $d, d' \in D$ satisfying $E(d) = S(d')$, both of which are contained in the same sentence. Let $d \rightarrow d'$ denotes such a pair of dependency relations (First step).
2. Next, find the two pairs $d \rightarrow d'$ and $d' \rightarrow d''$, where the dependency relationship $d'$ in both pairs is identical. If such pairs exist, we presume there is a link connecting these pairs (Second step).
3. Finally, follow the linkages of such pairs which appear more than $\eta'$ times and reproduce sentences (Third step). $\eta'$ is the threshold to limit the lower boundary of the number of appearances.

In this method, each of two pairs of dependency relations $d \rightarrow d'$ and $d' \rightarrow d''$ contains a common pair of words $E(d) = S(d')$ and $E(d') = S(d'')$, which appears in the same sentence.

Since the variations of the structures of descriptions related to common opinions in a set of questionnaire data tend to be small, such overlap of words is (at least empirically) sufficient
to approximately reproduce sentences summarizing original sentences. (We call this method using the series of the pairs of modification relations the ‘dependency-link method’.)

In addition, our method helps us find the sentences which have similar dependency structures. We usually visualize the result as a graph structure, whose nodes denote modifying or modified words and edges denote dependency relationships between the words. We can expect that such sentences are placed in the same graph structure since they share the same words and the similar dependency relations.

3. Application


To prevent medical accidents, such as mix-ups involving medicines, double dosage and insufficient dosage, it is necessary to ensure the proper treatment of the right medicines, namely, ‘safety of usage’ of medicines.

There occurred, in some Japanese hospitals, fatal accidents due to mix-ups involving a steroid, Saxizon, with a similarly-titled medicine, Succine, which is a muscle relaxant. There are two conceivable ways to avoid such accidents, one of which is to prevent the naming and use of medicines resembling other medicines in their name, both in terms of appearance and sound. Another method is to confirm the medicine by checking the actual usage based on their dosage regimens. Though the former method can be realized by utilizing a name checking system provided by the Japan Pharmaceutical Information Center or making a rule to adopt medicines which have confusing names, the accident is known to have occurred despite the existence of a rule to reject Succine due to its confusing name.

This suggests to us that the latter, namely the confirmation of usage, should be the key to identifying error. Consider the case when a doctor inputs prescription data into a computerized order entry system for medicines. If the system shows him information concerning therapeutic indications, he can subsequently avoid mix-ups of medicines such as the case in question. To enable this, the order entry system requires a database containing information on dosage regimens so that the proper usage can be verified.

As is described in Introduction in this chapter, the structure of the portion of dosage regimens in package insert data does not achieve sufficiently fine granularity to enable its effective utilization in a computer system, such as the order entry system mentioned above. In this section, we show the method to find the description patterns of the sentences in the dosage regimen portion of the SGML formatted package inserts data. Based on this result, we also propose the data structure of dosage regimen information, which will be the basis of a drug information database to ensure safe usage.

The target data in this section is the SGML formatted package insert data of medicines for medical care, which can be downloaded from the PMDA web site. Since we need the list of medicines to retrieve the data, we utilize the standard medicine master data (the version released on September 30, 2007), which is provided with The Medical Information System Development Center (MEDIS-DC). Using the master data, we obtained 11,685 SGML files, which are our target data.
The part of dosage regimens contain ‘detail’ elements. They describe information concerning dosage regimens as sentences and are suitable to apply a text mining technique in order to find potential meta data of dosage regimens.

We applied the word-link method to descriptions in ‘detail’ elements concerning the dosage regimens in each SGML package insert. Since, as a minimum, dosage, administration and adaptation diseases will differ for each medicine, with a considerable scope of expression, our original method, whereby attempts are made to find patterns, including the use of nouns, might result in a failure to find the common sentences. We thus extend it to determine the tendency for the co-occurrence of nouns and particles (parts of speech which play roles similar to prepositions in English) and extract structural patterns except for noun variations. The analytical steps are as follows:

1. We retrieve sentences in the ‘detail’ elements and apply dependency analysis to them.
2. If the segment in the dependency contains a noun, we differentiate the latter from the segment. The resultant characters are expected to be particles, hence we name a ‘particle candidate’ in this paper.
3. We aggregate nouns that appear in segments including each particle candidate and find the characteristics of the particle candidates in use. We call the part of the segment obtained by removing a particle segment the ‘main part of segment’.
4. We replace the found nouns with a symbol such as ‘○○○’ in order to mask them, and apply the word-link method. If there are certain rules governing the way in which particles should be used, this method extracts the common structures of sentences and suggests us the idea of data items, for which descriptions must be converted into a structured data form.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1.** The particle candidates of segments included in the ‘detail’ elements.

Fig. 1 shows the distribution chart of particle candidates with their frequencies. First, we investigate the nature of the nouns involved in the segments containing the particle candidates appearing frequently in the sentences of dosage regimens. Fig. 1 indicates that the particle candidate of more than 50% of the segments is a null character, namely the segments contain only their main part. Since the targets in Fig. 1 are all segments contained in sentences of dosage regimens, they involve not only nouns but also other part of speech...
such as verbs. The particle candidate of segments whose main word is not a noun is expected to be a null character. In the following analysis, we thus exclude segments whose main word is not a noun.

Fig. 2 shows nouns in the segments whose particle candidate is a null character. This indicates that such segments contain information about units of administration, ‘日’ (days), ‘回’ (times), ‘mg’, the manner of administration, ‘任意’ (arbitrarily), ‘通常’ (usually), and the condition of age such as ‘年齢’ (age) and ‘成人’ (adult) and so on.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>% %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>日 (day)</td>
<td>17.64</td>
<td>15125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>回 (times)</td>
<td>12.58</td>
<td>10820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>成人 (adult)</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>病人 (patient)</td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>6265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>症状 (symptom)</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>4148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. The nouns whose segment has a null character as the particle candidate.

Figure 3. The nouns whose segment has a particle candidate ‘を’ (top 20)

We outline the nouns in the segments, including each particle segment, as follows:

- Fig. 3 shows nouns in the segments, including ‘を’ as a particle segment. We can see that they express amounts of medication such as ‘mg’, ‘錠 (tablets)’ and ‘力値 (titers).’

- The nouns in the segments whose particle segment is ‘at/to’ are shown in Fig. 4, which shows that the particle segments tend to be used with frequency-related words such as ‘回’ (times) and ‘数回’ (sometimes), and concerning the timing of administration, such as ‘食前 (inter cibos)’ and ‘就寝前 (before bedtime), administration site such as ‘静脈内 (in a vein).’
Figure 4. The nouns whose segment has a particle candidate ‘に’ (at/to). (top 20)

Figure 5. The nouns whose segment has a particle candidate ‘として’ (as). (top 20)

Figure 6. The nouns whose segment has a particle candidate ‘における’ (for). (top 20)
The nouns whose segment has a particle candidate ‘により’ (depending on). (top 20)

- The particle segment ‘として’ (as) is included in the segments whose main words are nouns, as shown in Fig. 5. Besides the nouns for the formulaic phrases, ‘原則として’ (as a rule), ‘(1) 日量として’ (as a daily dosage) and ‘維持量として’ (as a maintenance dosage), the other nouns shown in the figure represent active ingredients of medicines.

- Fig. 6 shows nouns in the segments including the particle segment ‘には’ (for). This mainly contains nouns showing an object person such as ‘成人’ (adult), ‘小児’ (child) and ‘高齢者’ (elder person). It also shows the name of symptoms such as ‘重症感染症’ (severe infection) and ‘肝疾患’ (hepatic disease).

- In Fig. 7, segments whose particle candidate is ‘により’ (depending on) tend to contain the word ‘症状’ (symptom). In this figure, we can also read words such as ‘体重’ (body weight), ‘年齢’ (age), ‘目的’ (objective) and so on. This results and the meaning of the particle candidate suggest that these segments show the condition to adjust a dose.

---

**Figure 7.** The nouns whose segment has a particle candidate ‘により’ (depending on). (top 20)

**Figure 8.** The verbs included in ‘detail’ elements describing dosage regimens.(top 20)

Based on the results shown above, we can find the tendency of contents in the segments including each particle segment. We replaced each segment containing nouns with the symbol ‘□□□’, and applied the word-link method to the replaced sentences. Fig. 8
shows the verbs used in the sentences of dosage regimens. To absorb the difference in verb expressions, we replace verbs of similar meanings with a representative verb. For instance, the verbs, ‘投与する’ (dose orally) and ‘点滴静注する’ (drip-feed intravenously) have analogous meanings in terms of medication and are hence consolidated into a single verb. In this paper, to enhance comprehension, we consolidated them into ‘投与・使用する’ (administrate/use). Moreover, we consolidated the verbs that mean increase or decrease into ‘増減する’ (escalate) and replaced the verb ‘分ける’ (divide) with ‘分ける’ (split).

Following this consolidation, we applied the word-link method and obtained sentence structures based on dependency relationships. Fig. 9 shows the links of dependency relationships appearing more than 1149 times. Based on this figure, we can read the following contents:

• Increase or decrease according to conditions such as indication (disease) and age (Part A in Fig. 9).
• Dosage based on the information concerning the administration site, frequency, object person, symptoms, amount of medication and (the amount of) active gradients (Part B).
• Daily dosage (Part C) and description of conditions (Part D).

Based on these and the fact that verbs indicate the method of administration, we can see that the data structure to describe dosage regimens needs the following items:

• Indication (disease)
• Objective person
• Administration site
• Amount of medication
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Questions (Originally Japanese)</th>
<th>Respondents</th>
<th>Num of responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Why did you select the transdermal patch?</td>
<td>Doctors, Pharmacists, Nurses</td>
<td>737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>What are the preventive measures to avoid medical accidents related to the transdermal patch?</td>
<td>Doctors, Pharmacists, Nurses</td>
<td>2115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>What is your opinion of the cardiac transdermal patch?</td>
<td>Patients</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>Have you ever been asked by patients about the transdermal patch with the therapeutic classification mark on it?</td>
<td>Pharmacists, Nurses</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1
The free description part of the questionnaire concerning the therapeutic classification mark printed on a cardiac transdermal patch.

- Amount of active gradient
- The way of administration
- Frequency
- Conditions of increase or decrease

### 3.2. A questionnaire concerning the therapeutic classification mark printed on a cardiac transdermal patch [5]

In certain hospitals in Japan, medical accidents have occurred, whereby patients suffering from lung ailments and those suffering from heart disease were mixed up and operations were performed without any modification. It is known that the incident happened because a cardiac transdermal patch was placed on the body of the heart disease sufferer, which indicated when the patients were delivered. If surgeons had known what the patch signified, they would have avoided making a mistake with the surgery. To prevent recurrences, the pharmaceutical company marketing the patches voluntarily printed a ‘therapeutic classification mark’ on them. The ‘therapeutic classification mark’ is a security feature linked to the use of the drug and shows that the patch is a cardiac medicine. We applied our method to the free description part of a questionnaire, which is conducted as a nationwide investigation into the ‘therapeutic classification mark’ printed on isosorbide dinitrate transdermal patches. The respondents were doctors, pharmacists, nurses and patients and the number of respondents and the questions asked are listed in Table 1.

Table 2 lists the resulting sentences for the dependency-linking method (η′ = 3), where we filled postpositions and implemented classification by respondent and topic. We only presented representative sentences in the content columns where there are many sentences with similar meanings.
Respondents | Examples of sentences originally obtained by the method.
---|---
Doctors | It is usable for the patients who have a difficulty in taking the medicine orally.  
Pharmacists | Nurses |  
Doctors | Pharmacists | Nurses |  
Nurses |  
Doctors, Nurses | Easy to use.  
Pharmacists | There are few burdens for patients.  
Nurses | I do not know well.  
Doctors | The number of oral drugs decreases.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The medicine works slowly.</th>
<th>For the hope/ease of patients</th>
<th>Mental effects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>効果が緩やか / 効果が弱い</td>
<td>患者の希望 / 患者の安心</td>
<td>心理的効果</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The resultant sentences obtained by the dependency-link method for Q1. In this table we show the typical sentences translated in English with some examples of original sentences in Japanese.

The table shows that all medical experts prioritized reducing the load of patients as the reason for selecting the transdermal patch, since it could be used by patients who were unable to take medicines orally. In addition, this shows that doctors and nurses focused on the ease of use and that doctors also prioritized the effect of the medicine.

The following is a summary of the results for Q2 -Q4 obtained by the dependency-link method:

For Q 2, the result shows that medical experts appreciated the name of the medicine and the therapeutic classification mark printed on the patch in order to prevent medical accidents and considered it necessary to have a space for the date. The doctors also required a patch that was much smaller and that changed color depending on the amount of time having elapsed. The nurses focused on the behavior of patients, while the pharmacists emphasized the widespread need for awareness regarding correct use of the medicine.

The result of Q 3 shows numerous patients’ opinions concerning the medicine, skin symptoms, mentality, and the site of the patch. We can also see that patients in their 40s and 50s mainly commented on skin symptoms, although those in their 60s to 80s covered all these opinions. This suggests that the younger generation focused on the functions of the medicine, while older patients focused on other factors, like ease of mind.

For Q 4, we obtained a result showing that patients asked nurses and pharmacists questions about where to place the patch and how to use it. Nurses also asked questions concerning the effect of the medicine, while pharmacists asked about displays on the patch or packaging and when to use it. This suggests that patients expect nurses to tell them about the efficacy of the medicine and pharmacists to tell them about usage.
The result clarifies that opinions differed depending on the viewpoints of the respondents, although they all wanted to use the same medicine safely. This meant that it is necessary to collect and analyze people’s opinions from various backgrounds to ensure drugs are being used safely.

3.3. Incident data related to the safety of drug use [6]

The target data were reports of medical near-miss cases related to medicines and collected by the surveys of the Japan Council for Quality Health Care, which is an extra-departmental body of the Japanese Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare. We analyzed 858 records from the 12th - 14th surveys, whose data attributes are shown in Table 3. This is because they contain free-description data such as ‘Background / cause of the incident’ and ‘Candidates of counter measures’. Applying text mining to such data required the deletion of characters such as symbols and unnecessary line feed characters. We must also standardize synonyms, since it is difficult to control by making respondents use standard terms to reduce the number of diverse expressions. For this reason, we standardized the words using the dictionary prepared for this analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day of the week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weekday or holiday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content of incident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychosomatic state of the patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience (year/month)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation (year/month)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical benefit class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonproprietary name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of wrong drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage form of wrong drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of wrong drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of right drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dosage form of right drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical benefit of right drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussed cause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete descriptions of the incident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background / cause of the incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidates of counter measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Data attributes of records corrected by 12th - 14th surveys.
3.3.1. background/cause of incidents

We applied the Word-link method to data in the field ‘background/cause of incidents’ in order to determine the concrete information concerning the cause of incidents. The method was applied by occupation to determine the difference in backgrounds and the causes of incidents depending on the job title. We fixed the value of each $\eta$ so as to make a resultant graph understandable for us. Figure 10 and Fig. 11 show the result of nurses’ and pharmacists’ comments, respectively. Both figures contain the common opinions, namely, ‘the problem of the checking system of the protocol and the rule’ (A) and ‘confirmation is insufficient’ (B), nurses point out ‘the systematic problem of communication’ (C) and pharmacists ‘the problem of adoption of medicines’ (C’). We can see that, though B arises due to individual faults, A, C and C’ are systematic problems.

Figure 10. The backgrounds and causes of incidents caused by nurses ($\eta = 4$).

Figure 11. The backgrounds and causes of incidents caused by pharmacists ($\eta = 3$).

[Diagram of Figure 10]

[Diagram of Figure 11]
3.3.2. Countermeasures

We applied Word-link method to the field ‘Candidates of countermeasures’ to summarize the nurses’ and the pharmacists’ opinions concerning the countermeasures to prevent the incidents. Fig. 12 is the summary of the countermeasures described by nurses, and suggests that there are many opinions stating ‘(it is necessary to) instruct to confirm and check’, ‘make a speech’ and ‘ensure confirmation’. Fig. 13 shows the summary of the countermeasures proposed by pharmacists. This explains that, besides the confirmation and audit, it is also necessary to attract (pharmacists’) attention and to devise ways of displaying medicines such as labels.

Compared with the both results, except for the pharmacists’ opinion concerning the innovation of labels, only few opinions exist on the countermeasures related to the system of the medical scenarios. This suggests that the medical experts such as nurses and pharmacists tend to try to find solutions to problems within themselves. To solve the structural problems of medical situations, it is important not only to promote the efforts of each medical expert, but also to strive to improve the organization to which they belong. It is also desirable for them to be aware of the importance of organizational innovation, and to combat the systematic error.

Figure 12. The countermeasures of incidents caused by nurses. ($\eta = 5$)

Figure 13. The countermeasures of incidents caused by pharmacists. ($\eta = 4$)
4. Discussion

4.1. Methods

The three analyses suggest that our method can be a powerful tool to extract the parts of sentences that commonly appear in original sentences. The target data have been Japanese sentences. Let us discuss whether our method is applicable to the data in the other language, English. As we introduced in Section 2.1, Word-link method and Dependency-link method utilize dependency relationships in target sentences. One of the representative dependency parsers for English sentences is Stanford parser [7–9], which provides us with the dependency relationships in Stanford Dependencies format. In principle, it enables us to perform our method.

The difference between Japanese and English data comes from the followings:

- Directions of dependency relationships. The dependency relationships in a Japanese sentence always have forward direction, whereas the relationships in an English sentence can have both forward and backward direction. Let us show an example that illustrates this. The Japanese sentence ‘ジョンが太郎に話した’ corresponds to the English sentence ‘John talked to Taro’. In the both sentences, there exist dependency relationships, ‘ジョン (John) → 話す (talk)’ and ‘太郎 (Taro) → 話す (talk)’. We should note that both ‘ジョン (John) and ‘太郎 (Taro) also appear prior to the verb ‘話す (talk) in the Japanese sentence. This coincidence of order helps us to suggest the sentences that frequently appear in original data. However, in the English sentence, the noun ‘Taro’ follows the verb ‘talked’. Though this helps to distinguish a subject and an object, it does not preserve the order of words that appear in original sentences. Because of this, as for the dependency relationship between an object and a verb, we should swap their order (e.g. 話す (talk) → 太郎 (Taro)) to reproduce summarizing sentences.

- Treatment of a relative pronoun. In English sentences, we frequently use a relative pronoun. It essentially requires reference resolution to identify an antecedent that is modified by the relative pronoun. Reference resolution often requires semantics of words and the knowledge related to them. Because of this, it is currently a difficult problem to find a right antecedent. In contrast, Japanese language does not have a relative pronoun. The relationship between a relative clause and its antecedent is built in normal modification relationships. Therefore, Japanese sentences do not cause the difficulty that originates from a relative pronoun.

- Zero pronoun. In Japanese language, we often omit a subject in a sentence. Such omission is usually called as ‘zero pronoun’. In contrast, a subject in an English sentence is seldom omitted. This fact tells us that we can expect the patterns that include subjects in English sentences. If there are only the patterns without subjects, this indicates no definite subjects that appear in the target sentences. However, as for Japanese sentences, we cannot necessarily obtain information about subjects and may have to guess them based on the semantics of words included in the obtained patterns.

\[\text{Of course, if you need to distinguish which is a subject or an object, you should focus on particles as we did in Section 3.1.}\]
4.2. Application

In this subsection, let us briefly review related works and discuss text mining applied to the description data related to medical safety.

4.2.1. Package inserts

U.S. Food and Drug Administration [14] also defines a specification of a package insert document markup standard, Structured Product Labeling (SPL), and . This is similar to SGML formatted package inserts disclosed by PMDA. Thus, in this chapter, we identify SPL with package inserts.

Recently, there emerge several studies which analyze descriptions in drug package inserts. Let us review some of them.

Duke et al. [10, 11] developed a tool, SPLICER, which utilized natural language processing to extract information from SPLs. It parses SPL by identification of target parts, removal of XML tags and extraction of terms. It also identify synonyms of the extracted terms by mapping them to medical dictionary, MedDRA. In their study, they applied their tool to quantitatively show the “overwarning” of adverse events in the package inserts of newer and more commonly prescribed drugs. They also showed that recent FDA guidelines do not succeed in reducing overwarning.

Bisgin et al. [12] applied a text mining method, topic modeling, to package insert data. A topic modeling method, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), explores the probabilistic patterns of ‘topics’, implicitly expressed by words in documents. They identified topics corresponding to adverse events or therapeutic application. This enabled them to identify potential adverse events that might arise from specific drugs.

Richard et al. [13] applied machine learning techniques to package insert data. It is a trial to automatically identify pharmacokinetic drug-drug interaction based on unstructured data. They created a corpus of package inserts, which is manually annotated by a pharmacist and a drug information expert. Using the corpus data as a training set, they evaluated the accuracy of identification and obtained F-measure of 0.8-0.9.

The number of the studies that deal with adverse events seems to be much more than the ones that deal with safety of drug usage. For the purpose of finding adverse events, package inserts are just one of text sources. Other sources are academic papers or Medline abstracts. We expect that there emerge more studies from the various viewpoint of safety to utilize package insert data.

4.2.2. Questionnaire data

There are many studies where text mining approach is applied to questionnaire data. However, as for application in the area of medication, there are only a few studies. This might be because analysts tend to take a traditional approach, manual reading, because it captures the written information more precisely than text mining. However, it is obviously time and cost consuming.

Suzuki et al. [15] applied a text mining technique to questionnaire data about clinical practice pre-education conducted to pharmacists, providers of clinical practices. Their method
was correspondence analysis between keywords appearing in sentences and attributes of respondents, such as a type of their affiliation and their profession. As a result, they obtained the tendency that mentors in hospitals feel anxious about mismatch between learning contents and real situation.

4.2.3. Medical incident data

Malpractice reduction is one of important themes of medical safety. A lot of governments or institutions construct incident reporting system and analyze the collected report data to find knowledge therein.

Kawanaka et al. [16, 17] utilized Self Organizing Map (SOM) to make a map expressing the relationships of sentences in incident report data. They calculated the co-occurrence possibility of keywords in sentences and defined a characteristic vector for each keyword. They also defined a vector to characterize a report by summing up the vectors whose corresponding keywords appear in it. They input a vector for each report to SOM algorithm. As a result, they found two clusters of reports, the former of which is summarized as “Forget of inscription to medication note” and the latter is as “Forget of administration of medicine taken before sleep”. Based on this technique, they also proposed an incident report analysis system.

Baba et al. [18] proposed a method to analyze the co-occurrence relation of the words that appear in the medical incident reports using concept lattice.

Classification is a start point to analyze incident reports. Empirically, the incident types seem to obey Zipf’s law. This makes it difficult to classify reports by naive application of clustering algorithms, because they generate too many small-size clusters or a large-size cluster of . If we target major incidents, the better strategy to understand reports is to focus on relative large-size clusters and to summarize the reports in them. However, one should also note that there exist important but less frequently occurring cases. Thus, it is expected to introduce a parameter to measure importance and use it to narrow down clusters to focus on.

All of the above studies suggest that text mining studies tend to focus on words not syntactic structures. Remember that stochastical approach and data mining assume table-type structured data. This might be the reason why it is more difficult to analyze syntactic structures than words. However, as Richard et al. pointed out the importance of the use of syntactic information [13], syntactic structures include information much richer than just a collection of words. They also provide us with easier interpretation of results. This is a basis of the strategy of our method.

5. Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced the text mining method to analyze text data such as documents and questionnaire response data, and reviewed the studies where we used the method.

Our method utilizes syntactical information of target sentences. We extract a dependency relations from each sentence and restrict them to the ones that appear more than frequency threshold. Connecting common words in the resultant dependencies produces the patterns that contain the frequently appearing portions of sentences. We reviewed the study where we applied the method to drug package inserts, questionnaire data and medical incident
reports. We discussed the consideration points to apply our method to English sentences. We also introduced the related works and discussed their tendency.

Though an analysis on medical safety data is important, most of the data are untouched to be analyzed. It is expected that not only text mining techniques are developed but also they are applied to medical safety data.
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